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1) Beams for nuclear fusion* + broader approach

2) Neutral beam injectors

3) Sources of negative ions; large or versatile sources

4) Other installations

5) Conclusion

Neutral beam injectors (1 MeV energy) are an important method for plasma heating in nuclear 
fusion reactors (ITER and beyond), since they also help to drive toroidal current, and they request a 
negative ion beam to start with. Full scale copies of these electrostatic accelerators and their ion 
sources are construction at Consorzio RFX, Padua, Italy (in the context of ITER collaboration)  for 
test, optimization and training purposes. Technical issues addressed includes remote operation of 
radiofrequency sources, holding accelerator voltage in constrained geometries, parallel acceleration 
of 1280 beamlets and controlled conversion from ion to neutral, and possibly energy recovery. As 
for the source and acceleration issues, use of comparatively smaller installation is helpful to reduce 
innovation time and several versatile sources are being planned worldwide, among which the NIO1 
project consisting in a 60 kV ion source (9 beamlets of 15 mA each of H-) which is jointly developed 
by Consorzio RFX and INFN-LNL. Possible spin off are neutron detectors, installation for H-/H+ 
plasma studies, space craft propulsion ionic compensation, etching of non-conductive materials, and 
new beam diagnostic concepts, holding of high voltage in complicate geometries

Contents and abstract
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As well known, to obtain an adequate rate of fusion reaction  

with plasma density order of 1020 ioni/m3 we need an ion temperature Ti

15000 eV (eV used instead of K 1 eV = 11600 K )iT ≥
Other fusion reactions (p + 11B) request 
even higher temperatures. Heating may 
be provided by the sum of 1) ohmic 
effect; 2) by  the 4He2+ particles; 3) 
external heating devices (Neutral Beam 
Injectors NBI, Ion Cyclotron Resonance 
Heating ICRH, Electron Cyclotron 
Resonance Heating ECRH)

+ + 4 2+D  + T He  (3.5 MeV) + n (14 MeV)→

1) Beams for nuclear fusion* + broader approach

(1)

Thermal power 500 MW
NBI heating power 33 MW Figure: http://www. 

iter.org/mach/Pages/ 
Heating.aspx)Other external h.d.  17 MW

ITER phase 1 design goals

* magnetically confined



5.3 TToroidal field at 6.2 m radius 
(BT)

15 MAPlasma current (Ip)

2.0 mPlasma minor radius (a)

6.2 mPlasma major radius (R)

300-500 s *Plasma inductive burn time

0.5 MW/m2Average 14MeV neutron wall 
loading

10Q - fusion power/ additional 
heating power

50 MWAdditional heating power

500 MWTotal fusion power

2+1 HNB

DNB

Neutral beam injector (NBI) position in ITER

DNB= Diagnostic Neutral Beam (100 keV H0)

F. Wagner, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 
52 (2010) 124044

HNB= Heating Neutral Beam (1 MeV D0)
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Many displacement per atom (dpa) expected in DEMOMany displacement per atom (dpa) expected in DEMO
Advanced Materials are at a critical pathAdvanced Materials are at a critical path

DEMO
< 150 dpa

20-40 dpa/year

IFMIF*
International Fusion 

Materials Irradiation Facility

Material issues are divided into :
plasma facing power load      (from α)   
neutron irradiation of structures (from 
primary n and from blanket reaction)

+ + 4 2+D  + T He  (3.5 MeV) + n (14 MeV)→

According to energies of products of

[ *INFN strongly 
partecipates to 
IFMIF, see next 
slide]
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see A. Pisent, High intensity accelerators for neutron production, ABNP2014 Presentations, abnp2014.lnl.infn.it
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1MeV negative ion beam are easy to convert into neutrals and/or positive 
ions: this is used to concentrate beam power in regions with high magnetic 
fields: A) tokamaks; B) circular accelerators

2) Neutral beam injectors and (high current) accelerators
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The Neutral Beam Injector (NBI) is made of 5 major blocks:
1) negative ion source, where using a D2 gas we produce D- ions;

2) electrostatic accelerator, where the D- ions are accelerated to the energy of 1 MeV 
per ion. Some D- ions are  lost due to collisions with residual gas (Fubiani, 2008);

3) neutralizer, where about 60 % of the D- are converted to D0 , also making some D+;

4) beam separator: a residual ion deflector (RID), with water cooled calorimeter and 
dump;

5) a duct connecting  to  tokamak (ITER o DEMO), with gate valve, etc; here 
some D0 may be lost for re-ionization

Machine efficiency is the product of the efficiency of these 5 parts, which should be optimized 
[Hemsworth, 2008]; 1) and 2) are here described 

NBI block scheme
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Section of ion source 
and accelerator

Parameters of ITER HNB:

•Pbeam = 16.5 MW

•Iacc = 40 A

•Vacc = 1 MV

•tpulse = 3600 s

ITER main parameter:
Q (Fusion Energy Gain 
Factor)>10

H&CD for ITER
Neutral Beam Injectors
Radio Frequency Systems

ITER Heating and Current Drive

10 m

1 m
V. Antoni  et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85 , 02B128 (2014)
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Components of ITER NBI

P. Sonato et al., AIP Conf. Proc.1515 (2013) 549

Beam

NED 
assembly

Cooling 
pipework with 

actively cooled 
elements

Leading 
Edge 
Elements

calorimeter
cooling water flow
rate 100 kg/s

ERID 
assembly

Panel : cooling 
pipework with 

actively cooled 
elements

ERID assembly:
plate voltage
20±5kV

neutralizer

D- beam source 
and accelerator
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PRIMA = Padova Research on ITER 
Megavolt Accelerator 1MV insulated high voltage deck 

(MITICA power supplies)

SPIDER = Source for Production of Ion 

of Deuterium Extracted from Rf plasma
MITICA = Megavolt ITER Injector

& Concept Advancement

Internal view of PRIMA building (Padua, Consorzio RFX)

Assembly Room

110×25×26 m3

Service Area

P. Sonato et al., Fusion Eng. Des. 84 (2009) 269
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ITER Neutral Beam Test Facility (PRIMA)

Mission of PRIMA MITICA SPIDER :
Optimise NBI operation
Maximize reliability of injectors
Develop technologies for injectors
Test key remote handling tools and procedures
Achieve nominal parameters:

A. Masiello et al., Fusion Eng. Des. 86 (2011) 860
P. Sonato et al., AIP Conf. Proc. 1515 (2013) 549
P. Sonato et al., Fusion Eng. Des. 84 (2009) 269

MITICA
Iacc = 40 A (D2)
Vacc = 1 MV
tpulse = 3600 s

SPIDER
Iacc = 40 A
Vacc = 100 kV
tpulse = 3600 s
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3) Negative ion sources (NIS)

Together with full scale sources (I > 40 A), so we need versatile ion sources
(I < 1 A) to test new concepts, and to interface with industrial applications

1) These sources have two plasmas at different tem-
peratures Te, separated by a magnetic filter

2) Plasma is sustained in drivers (rf coils) 
at Te >4 eV

but H- or D- are produced in the low 
electron temperature region (Te < 2 eV)

What to improve? To list a few topics

But versatile ion sources have also disadvantages

3b) rf driver detailed simulation/optimization
3a) Cesium dynamics and/or cesium free

3c) Low pressure operation

smaller scale makes construction more difficult
still not negligible cost and manpower  needed

Figure: scheme of an rf driven negative 
ion source; region 3 (sheath) thickness 
exaggerated for visibility

[On NIS and rf ion sources, see works 
of Peters (DESY), Speth, Bacal, 
Dudnikov, Stockli, ..]
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3.1) SPIDER

Spider vessel

Spider Ion Source

100 keV

55 A

ion: D-
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Eight Plasma 
Drivers (rf coils)

Figure: Exploded view of SPIDER ion source []

Matching rf caps

Grid assembly; note 1280 
holes for beamlet passage, 
grouped in a 4 x 4 array of 
5 * 16 holes

Support and connections
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Figure: the sliding 
calorimeter STRIKE, made 
of two panel of Carbon 
Fiber Composite, inertially 
cooled [Serianni, De Muri et 
al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85 , 
02A736 (2014)]

A purpose of SPIDER is the measurement of uniformity of beamlet current, by 
calorimetric methods (and similar)
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Gas Electron Multipliers (GEM) 
are a widespread tool in particle 
physics. Their use as neutron 
detectors is possible, due to the 
insertion of thin plastic foil, where 
n make recoil protons. Efficiency 
is low (<0.001) but resilience to 
large flux excellent, and timing 
good. Very suitable for passive 
(non-perturbing) diagnostics of 
tokamaks and NBI Figure: scheme of GEM placing

In NBI, neutrons are produced by reaction

where (w) means previously implanted on walls (up to some 
saturation density)
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Second GEM prototype: a complete 
small size full version of nGEM 
detector for SPIDER (G. Croci et al., 
NIM A 2014) 

Mounting of 4 nGEM detectors on  SPIDER
calorimeter
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A versatile test ion source (NIO1, 130 mA, 60 kV, 9 beamlets) is under construction, 
together with a beam  emittance meter for simulation validation (INFN+RFX)

FES (fast 
emittance scanner)

3.2) overview of 
project NIO1

total length 2.7 m
source inner volume:  1.5 liters
rf power 2.5 kW / 2.1 MHz
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NIO1 source ( 0.5 m diameter, 60 
kV, nominal beam power 8 kW) 
delivered to RFX in May 2013
Vacuum tightness improved (with 
ceramic cleaning) in November 2013

Source support completed and 
aligned in December 2013; HVD 
deck completed in April 2014. 

3.2.a: NIO1 ion source detail

Figures: rf matching box (above) 
and NIO1 vacuum acceptance tests 
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Figures: two views of NIO1 installation status: the HVD equipment is being placed 
and wired; lead shield (enclosing ion source and HVD) to be mounted next

2 MHz rf coil

Accelerator

Static calorimeter flange

High Voltage Deck (HVD)

Insulation Transformer
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rf driver and rf coupling 

Radiofrequency coupling can be 
affected/enhanced by magnet coupling (and 
electron orbits are very complicated)

NIO1 has removable magnet 
inside a removable rf coil

Other simulations for 
larger (15 cm) radius 
drivers eben show more 
energetic tails; collision 
frequency 106 s-1 (left) 
and 107 s-1 (right)
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3.2.b The NIO1 optical diagnostic and calorimetry

Many diagnostic can be tested 
on NIO1 and experience 
shared with SPIDER: BES, 
CFC tile. Note end 
calorimeter

Fiber optic diagnostic is 
simpler to install

FES2

2nd optional 
pump

pu
mp

beam dump/ 
end 
calorimeter
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Map of the CFC tile front side temperature 
after 20 s full power beam (1 mrad spread, 
1.5 m distance, 450 incidence angle)

Usage limit for T is 1800 K 
(long dashed line)

STRIKE like 
CFC tile
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The beam dump/calorimeter

Beam dump: scheme of 
pepper pot  extension (see M. 
Cavenago et al, Rev Sci 
Instrum, online 18 Oct 2013, 
paper vol 85, 02A704 (2014))

Beam dump/end calorimeter for continuous beam



4) General technical problems: high voltage holding in assigned geometry

High Voltage Padova Test 
Facility (HVPTF):

±±400kV PS for 800kV 400kV PS for 800kV 
experimentsexperiments
Adjustable magnetic Adjustable magnetic 
fieldfield
Pressure control
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Horizontal accelerator cross 
section (half model)
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SINGAP MAMUG

High voltage discharge; probabilistic tracing (N. Pilan et al.)
Non local model of high 
voltage discharges were 
also developed: that is, high 
voltage discharge depend 
not only on local field, 
spikes and gap distance, 
but also on the tracing of 
the surface to surface 
interaction. On this basis, 
to treat large system as 
NBI, result were expressed 
in term of density of 
breakdown probability
(Pilan et al, IEEE 
Dielectrics). Other 
deterministic approaches 
for clean hydrogenated 
surfaces were also 
considered.

ResultsResults: : clump clump 
trajectories trajectories @ MTF@ MTF
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5 Conclusions

Thank you for attention

A survey of NIO1 design, of its installation status and of experimental R&D 
was given. Diagnostic for NIO1 is developed in synergy with other source 
diagnostic

Versatile ion sources (like NIO1) are being installed for detailed physical 
understanding of negative ion sources, even if some optimization depends 
on source scale

Demand of neutral injectors for ITER pushes development and physical 
understanding of large negative ion beams . Large ion source under 
construction at Consorzio RFX also develops unique beam diagnostics

The HV holding  issue is studied both with original theoretical 
developments and with a dedicated test facility


